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the arrangements are such that married students can pursue
their studies and still see their children in their leisure time. In
most cases the child sleeps with the parents. Student parents
receive an extra grant for their children. The cr&che and nursery-
infant school and all medical services are free. The woman
student who is going to have a baby has two months off before
pregnancy and two months off after. She will generally spend
this time in one of the special students* homes, of which there
is a growing number. By the end of the time she is fit to resume
her studies.
There are other services at the disposal of students. There
are dining-rooms where food, though monotonous and plain, is
plentiful and cheap. There are no heavy fees required to join the
libraries or innumerable clubs, either to pay for their heavy
expenses or to keep them select. AH medical service is free for
students, too. Cheap seats in the theatres and cheap travel
facilities for holidays are other services to which students are
entitled.
One is frequently asked about discipline in the universities.
The problem hardly exists. As I have said before, students come
there to work. Those who have made a mistake, and imagined
they would have "a good time " in the university, are sent back
to the job from which they came, or, if straight from the tech-
nicum, are told that they had better find some other work for a
time, until they are ready to benefit from higher education.
Discipline is entirely in the hands of the students. There are
no rules regulating the time by which a student must be in, or
whether a woman student may take tea or dinner with a member
of the opposite sex in his rooms, or vice versa. The students were
iBcredulous that such rules exist in English universities* Amuse*
meats such as painting the town red on any and every occasion*
smashing lamp-posts, or knocking off policemen's helmets simply
do not appeal to Soviet students. They regard them as suitable
antics for ten- or twelve-year-olds. As for the spectacle of a
grown man chasing adult students round the town for same
ofimce, it is simply incomprehensible to them.

